Abstract-In this paper, we propose a structured low rank learning algorithm with smoothed regularization for robust object tracking, under particle filter framework. Specifically, the relationships among the particles are exploited with structured low rank regularization term, and simultaneously handle the outlier using a group sparsity regularization. The label information from training data is incorporated into the tracking objective function as the classification error term and idea coding regularization term respectively. By the smoothed regularization, the developed structured low rank learning based tracker can be efficiently solved by iterative reweighed least squares algorithm(IRLS), and avoids svd operation. Moreover, the collaborate normalized metric is developed to find the best candidate. Compared with some state-of-the-art tracking methods on 50 challenging sequences, the proposed algorithms perform well in terms of accuracy, robustness.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the low rank and sparse matrix learning problems have been hot research topics and successfully applied in object tracking field. Although the sparse representation-based method can robustly track an object with partial occlusion, the computational cost for the L1 norm minimization in each frame is still expensive. So, some tracking methods have been developed to improve the L1 tracker in terms of both speed and accuracy.
Among them, Bao et al. [1] applied the accelerated proximal gradient (APG) approach to efficiently solve the L1 minimization. Zhong et al. [2] propose a robust object tracking algorithm using a collaborative model that combines a sparsity based discriminative classifier and a sparsity-based generative model. Xu et al. [3] develop a simple yet robust tracking method based on the structural local sparse appearance model. In [4] , sparse prototypes use the learned subspace to represent the target and impose sparsity on the residual errors to model occlusion. Similarly, Wang et al. [5] propose Least Soft-thresold Squares (LSS) regression method that assumes the noise is GaussianLaplacian distributed(low-dimension and sparsity priors). In the following, a low rank sparse tracker (LRST) is developed in [6] , to represent all target candidates using only a few templates. The consistent LRST is developed with adaptive pruning with exploiting temporal consistency [7] . Part Matching Tracker (PMT) is developed for robust visual tracking in [8] , which realizes part matching among multiple frames by optimizing a partial permutation matrix for each frame, using locality-constrained low-rank and sparsity of matched parts as criteria. Sui et al. [9] construct a subspace to represent the target and the neighboring background, and simultaneously propagate their class labels via the learned subspace. The above trackers are under the particle filter tracking framework, and ignore the relationship among particles. Many trackers are generative, and ignores the discriminative and structured information from the training data. The samples from object or background are directly as dictionary atoms, not selective. This operation makes the dictionary redundant. Besides, some low rank trackers need to compute svd operation during the optimization, this will degrade the tracking efficiency.
Inspired by the above work, in this paper, we cast object tracking as a smooth regularized structured low rank learning problem under particle filter tracking framework. It can be solved iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) method without svd operation.
Our contributions are as follows:
(1) The online structured low rank tracking algorithm is proposed for robust object tracking. The rich structure information between particles and dictionary is exploited with structured low rank and group-sparse.
(2) Label information from samples is mined and propagated to online learn and update the discriminative dictionary and optimal classifier simultaneously.
(3) The traditional low rank problem is solved by Alternating Direction Method(ADM), which introduces several auxiliary variables corresponding to non-smooth terms. This maybe lead to the slow convergence, or even divergence. In this paper, a general IRLS with smoothed regularization is developed to solve the structured low rank tracking problem with mixed sparse norm constraint, and avoids svd completely.
II. THE PROPOSED TRACKER
In this section, we give a detailed description of the proposed structured low rank tracker with smoothed regularization (SLRT-SR).
A. Total objective function
The developed tracker is under particle filter tracking framework. For t th frame, N particles are denoted in matrix form as
, where each column stands for a particle. Each particle can be represented as the linear combination of atoms from the dictionary as Y = DX + E, where X is denoted as the representation of the particles with respect to D , and E is the residual term. Inspired the above work in [6] , [8] , [10] , we can obtain the following observations:
(1) In current frame, particles are densely sampled around the previous object location. A great deal of them should have similar representations with respect to the subset of the current dictionary. The represents of some sampled particles have the properties: structured and consistent low rank, joint sparse.
(2) The label information can be mined and propagated to improve the quality of the dictionary and the representation of candidate particles. Besides, the object tracking can be casted as a binary classification problem.
We combine the observations (1)- (2) and formate the tracking problem under the particle filter framework
(1) Label information regularization term X − Q 2,1 : This term includes the structured and discriminative information from training samples.
K×N is the idea representation for Y . K is the size of the learned dictionary. We hope that X is very close to Q. and force the samples from the same class to have similar discriminative sparse representation without losing structure information. Specifically, q i is the ideally sparse code corresponding to an input signal y i with the form
T ∈ R K . The object tracking can be viewed as a binary classification problem: object (class T ) and background (class B ). If the training data is sampled from the tracked object region, the coefficients in q i for class T are all 1s, the others are all 0s. For example, the training samples Y = [y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 ] include two classes: y 1 , y 2 belong to object T and y 3 , y 4 are from background B, the ideal representation Q for Y is as follows:
Structured group sparse representation W X 2,1 : All particles are involved simultaneously during the tracking process. Although their representations are joint sparse and have strong correlation with each other, some of them are not similar with the tracked object, and regarded as outliers. So, the representative coefficient of the particles corresponding to different weights. The particles whose are similar to the dictionary basis have smaller weights. Besides, the geometric information should be considered. The particle which is away from the tracked target is with the smaller weight.
where p i , p j are the location center of particles in the image, σ is the average value of all distances among particles.
i , ρ is a parameter. Low rank property X * : In current frame, many particles are similar and their representative coefficient matrix is low rank. Among the adjacent frames, the tracking results maybe consistent and smooth, and has the low rank property.
B. Optimization
The developed algorithm alternates between structured low rank learning and dictionary updating as the tracking continues.
For the first stage, we can reformulate the total objective function as the following format with the given combined dictionary:
It can be regarded as the extension of the following equation.
where the first term is the Schatten-1 norm of X. It is a challenging task to solve the equation (4), because both two terms of the objective function are non-smooth. A simple way is to smooth both two terms by introducing regularization terms.
where I 1 is the identity matrix and I 2 is the all ones vector. So, the objective function in (6) is smoothed. The similar operation can be executed on the equation (4).
(7) where L(X), S(X), P (X), M (X) are the smoothed regularization terms, which correspond to the sections in equation (4) . X i denotes the i th column of the coefficient matrix. In order to simplify, we use the same µ for the terms. One may Fig. 1 . Performance of our tracker and the top ten trackers in [11] on all the 50 video sequences. use independent regularization parameters for different terms respectively.
According to the derivative operation for Eq. (7), we can get
12) Setting the derivative of J(X) with respect to X to zero, 13) where N i (X) are the weight matrixes corresponding to L(X), S(X), P (X), M (X). They are all diagonal matrix with the diagonal entry corresponding to Eq.(9-12). Eq. (13) is the well known Sylvester equation. The Matlab command lyap is used to solve (13) in this paper. Notice that the weight matrixes depend on X, and can be computed if X is fixed. Similarly, X can be solved with the given weight matrixes.This optimization method is called Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS).
For the second stage, with the representation coding X and the sampled samples Y R , we can online learn the combined dictionary D R as in [12] . For the objective function in Eq. only the last term contain the unknown parameter, so we use the simple L1 norm to replace the group norm. Then IRLS is used to learn the combined dictionary.
C. Collaborative and normalized metric scheme
Then, combined the online learned dictionary and robust multitask sparse representation, the joint decision measure P M (Y i ) is developed to evaluate the reliability of candidates.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the developed tracker with the state-of-the-art methods on the tracking benchmark to validate its effectiveness.
A. Experimental setup
The proposed algorithms are implemented using MATLAB on an Intel 2.5 GHz Dual Core laptop with 4GB memory. The size of the learned dictionary is 30 (15 positive samples and 15 negative samples). The size of each image sample from the target and background is normalized to a 32 × 32 patch. The LK-SVD algorithm [13] is executed on positive and negative samples separately to learn the initial dictionary. The parametersλ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 of the proposed algorithm are set as 0.1, 0.1 and 1 respectively. ρ is set as 0.1. The number of particles is set as 400 during all the tested image sequences. The state transition matrix is [4; 4; 0.01; 0; 0.005; 0] in the particle filter.
B. Dataset and compared algorithms
We evaluate the developed trackers on the tracking benchmark by strictly following their protocol and fixing all the parameters. The CVPR2013 Visual Tracker Benchmark [11] contains 50 fully annotated sequences and 29 trackers. Besides, some state-of-the-art visual tracking algorithms are considered, including: DLT [14] , CLRST [7] , RMTT [15] , MTMVLAD [16] , LSST [5] . These trackers are implemented using publicly available source codes or binaries provided by the authors. They are initialized using their default parameters. C. Comparisons with some state-of-the-Art-trackers Figure 1 illustrates the overall performance of the top 10 performing tracking algorithms in terms of precision plot and success plot. The AUC score for each tracker is shown in the legend. The proposed tracker almost ranks 1rd based on both metrics: in the precision plot, the precision score is 0.702, outperform SCM, Struck, DLT, et al.. Meanwhile, in the success plot, the score of the proposed tracker achieves the AUC of 0.509. Overall, our tracker performs well both in precision plot and success rate. Besides, we compare our tracker against some related low rank based trackers on the tracking benchmark. The results are reported in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that our tracker performs favourably against the related trackers. For more thorough evaluation of our tracker, the performance of different attributed groups is shown in Table I . We further analyze the performance of the competing trackers on the testing tracking sequences in details. These sequences have different challenging situations,including occlusions, illumination changes, pose changes, fast motions,etc.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the structured low rank tracking method is developed, which exploits rich structure information among particles. The label information also is incorporated into the framework to jointly learn the dictionary and classifier. By introducing smoothed regularization, it can be solved by iterative reweighed least squares algorithm, and avoids svd completely. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our tracker performs favourably against some state-of-the-art trackers.
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